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Terms and Conditions 

LEGAL NOTICE 

 

 

The Publisher has strived to be as accurate and complete as possible 

in the creation of this report, notwithstanding the fact that he does 

not warrant or represent at any time that the contents within are 

accurate due to the rapidly changing nature of the Internet. 

 

While all attempts have been made to verify information provided in 

this publication, the Publisher assumes no responsibility for errors, 

omissions, or contrary interpretation of the subject matter herein. 

Any perceived slights of specific persons, peoples, or organizations 

are unintentional. 

 

In practical advice books, like anything else in life, there are no 

guarantees of income made. Readers are cautioned to reply on their 

own judgment about their individual circumstances to act 

accordingly. 

 

This book is not intended for use as a source of legal, business, 

accounting or financial advice. All readers are advised to seek services 

of competent professionals in legal, business, accounting and finance 

fields. 

 

You are encouraged to print this book for easy reading. 
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Foreword 
 

 

Many people spend countless hours, days, and even weeks searching 

for the perfect spiritual destination. Search no more, Sedona is the 

perfect place for spiritual strength. 

 

 

 

The Spiritual Strength Of Sedona  

How To Increase Your Energy As Though You Are In Sedona’s Vortex 
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Chapter 1: 
Introduction 

Synopsis 
 

Sedona is famous and known all over the world as the world power 

spot and spiritual mecca, this place has drawn the most amazing and 

best healers, artists, spiritual guides of the world. You should come to 

the temples of red rock to face their life changing, soul healthful work. 
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The Basics 

 

Sedona is the ideal place for personal enrichment and spiritual 

enrichment of a soul and body. From the treatments of healing, 

massage, yoga, salons and spas to retreats and hypnotherapy, this 

place truly has something to offer. Affinity group of the commerce 

chamber, the association of metaphysical spiritual, is the best source 

for understanding the metaphysical and spiritual side of Sedona. In 

this book, you will get an introduction to Sedona.  

The evergreen vegetation and the majestic scenery of red rock are two 

unique and special energy places in Sedona and have inspirational 

effects. The orange red color of the rock is the one of most neuro- 

inspiring colors. This increases the minds thinking and issue solving 

capabilities. Sedona is enclosed all year by the green; the visitors and 

tourists are bathed in the sense of renewal and hope as well, 

regardless of the season. Spectacular trails offer many chances for 

contemplation and prayer. This place is internationally famous as 

well for the elevating power of the sites of vortex meditation. There 

are two things that make Sedona very special and unique. The first 

aspect is, in a very little geographical area you can effortlessly access 

approximately all different kinds of the vortexes. The second aspect 

is, the sites of vortexes are really interwoven. As the result, the 

seekers and tourists have spiritual experiences as they go through 

their daily lives.    
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The Sedona vortexes are famous attractions for tourists. What are the 

vortexes of Sedona? These places are increased energy and power 

places which facilitate the meditation, prayer, healing of body or 

mind, and exploring the relationship with the divine and the soul. 

These are neither magnetic nor electric, even though these phrases 

are sometime utilized to introduce vortexes, with other nomenclature 

like feminine and masculine places. Explanation for the vortexes lies 

more in the boundaries of the famous science, than in the gender 

associated labels or the electromagnetic descriptions.  

Currently, the program of PBS featured the breakthrough in physics 

which is famous as the string theory. The most important spiritual 

implications of the string theory is that the top scientists of the world 

agree that approximately all things exist in ten or more dimensions.  
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Chapter 2: 
Sedona Basics 

Synopsis 
 

 

Sedona, which is situated in Arizona in the United States of America 

is the center for personal evolution and spiritual awareness. Millions 

of tourists who go to Sedona yearly can be overwhelmed by 

breathtaking and beautiful landscape. Majestic and beautiful, 

Sedona’s red rocks have long been famous for the capability to arouse 

you both spiritually and artistically.   
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Why Sedona? 

 

Combine great beauty with the natural points of positive energy in 

Sedona called vortexes and the visit will surely be an elevating 

experience. It is estimated that maybe half of the individuals who 

reside in this place are here due to it feeling great to be there.  

 

Many individuals and spiritual growth oriented businesses and 

groups thrive in Sedona bringing with them the diversity of the 

spiritual practices, self-improvement, healing modalities and health. 

The creative and best life center of Sedona presents the programs, 

highlighting the personal development and growth procedures, 

spirituality and metaphysics, creativity enhancement and 

consciousness expansion, uplifting the performances of music and 

other approaches to well being and health.  

 

Explore a new age group at the center of Sedona for a new age. The 

center has approximately a dozen personalities of New Age on the 

premises comprising psychics, shamanic and clairvoyant’s healers. 

Experience the past life regression and reading of tarot cards.  

 

Those who appreciate the fine and best art can explore more than 

forty art galleries in Sedona. Sedona is thought to be the premier 

place for the lovers of art from around the world. Several artists select 

Sedona to create art, surrounded by natural beauty. The association 

of Sedona galleries represents collaborative efforts of premier 

galleries in Sedona in order to make sure that the lovers of art and the 
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artist identical experience are the greatest art atmosphere imaginable. 

This association offers the unified voice to the modern standards of 

the excellence and raises awareness in order to make sure to present 

the best for all the patrons of Sedona.  

 

This place provides several wonderful and great guides in invisible 

realms of the mind, soul and heart. Their approaches differ from high 

quality and advanced technologies such as the human design and life 

coaching, to ancient arts of the shamanism and astrology. These 

guides and books can aid you in becoming very clear and conscious 

about the secret motivations and patterns. At the time, when you are 

in Sedona, let them show you how you can use the vortex energies 

and red rocks to deepen the experience.  

 

The huge variety of the texts, lectures and the guides are obtainable 

all through spiritual centers and the book stores in Sedona. You 

should give yourself a present and purchase one of these books. 
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Chapter 3: 
What Is A Spiritual Vortex 

Synopsis 
 

 

There are many centers of energy in the vortexes of the subtle energy, 

situated in the area of Sedona. In Sedona, centers of energy are 

referred to as the vortexes. Energy from the vortexes saturates the 

whole place around and in Sedona, and this can be observed around 

the town. And if you go to one of sites of the vortexes, that is where 

the strongest energy is. This can be an extremely uplifting experience. 

Energy or power you take in at one of the centers of energy can 

remain with you. In this chapter, you will get the best information 

about what a spiritual vortex is. 
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What A Vortex Is 

 

Furthermore, to being a serene and beautiful location, Sedona has  

long been famous as the center of spiritual power. It is due to power 

which emanates from vortexes generated by great energy from the 

world. That energy is a reason Sedona is the best attraction for the 

people who have made the commitment to grow spiritually. This is 

the reason as well that the new age and younger community have 

rebounded in Sedona, carrying with them the several practices of the 

spiritual and substitute healing modalities. This is a reason why 

Sedona has often been called the Disneyland of spirituality. The 

vortexes of energy at Sedona are both growth inspiring and exciting. 

And if you’re at all sensitive to more subtle and the best things, then 

experiencing standing at one of vortexes and allowing the flow of 

energy in can be great. People come from around the world in order 

to experience this.  

 

What is a vortex? 

 

The vortex is a funnel shape made by the motion of the spiraling 

energy or by whirling fluid. Some examples of the shapes of vortexes 

are tornadoes, water draining down, and whirlwinds. The vortexes 

can be created by anything which flows, like electricity, water or the 

wind.  

 

The centers of the energy in Sedona are the vortexes of the subtle 

energy and power coming from the surface of the earth. The energy of 
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vortexes is not magnetism or electricity, even though this does leave 

the slight measurable remaining magnetism in places.  

 

There are four vortexes of energy in Sedona. Energy which takes place 

at these places interacts with the individual in the location. Energy 

vibrates with and strengthens inner beings of every individual who 

comes in contact with this. The resonance takes places due to energy 

of vortexes. If you’re at all the sensitive individual, this is effortless to 

feel energy or power from the vortexes.  
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Chapter 4: 
The Special Properties The “Red Rocks” Hold 

Synopsis 
 

 

 

Sedona’s red rocks are situated in Central Arizona in the state park of 

Red Rock. The trails and walkways wind around the impressive 

pinnacles of the red rock sandstone. The presence of the iron is 

accountable for the color of rock and redness is really rust. Sedona 

and the surrounding area of Sedona make an original paradise for the 

visitors. 
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Check Them Out 

 

Sedona is truly rich with the history of Native Americans and it is 

believed to be sacred land. The cliff dwellings, although abandoned 

several years before, give the tourists the insight in previous 

dwellers. The sub culture of Anasazi, famous as Sinagua,  worked 

the land, and gathered food items from beautiful canyon valleys 

nearby. The cause for their vanishing is mysterious.  

 

In the late 1800s, the pioneers came and made the settlement of 

the artists and farmers. Vortexes of energy in the fields of cosmic 

energy draw spiritual healers, motivational seekers or the new age 

inspiration.  

 

Red rocks Sedona is the main feature of the national forest 

Coconino, also part of the Wilderness Mountains of Red Rock 

secret, the mountains, maintained by the forest service of the 

United States. Millions of years of soil and water erosion caused 

formation of the monolithic great shapes and deep, narrow canyon 

surrounded by the buttes, cliffs and arches as well. The iron oxide 

flowing in erosive waters left hot colors of red as it washed over 

and through the porous sandstone. High mountains have the thick 

ponderosa forests of pine which decline in the arid lowland desert. 

Valleys are rich with vegetation and wildlife. The rough land of this 

place offers a natural defense against increasing tourist’s volume 

and the traffic.   
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Development of this place traces in history back approximately 

three hundred and twenty million years at the time when Arizona 

laid under water in the sea of the sorts. The rocks of Sedona have 

the initial layer manufactured from the shells of the assorted 

creatures of the sea. As the sea receded, the rivers flowed and 

formed, depositing the sediment which erodes very effortlessly. In 

the current era, we call this red rock. Rivers deposited the sand in 

the delta which became Sedona.  

 

The rocks from ancient sea to the land to the river changes are rich 

in the color and make a backdrop for the city of Sedona, Arizona. 

Researchers provide the educated guess which states that around 

one thousand and nine hundred feet of the rock cover the whole 

area of Sedona.   

 

Many millions of years before, the Colorado Plateau experienced a 

complex earthquake. A crack, which developed close to Sedona, 

that got wider and longer. This made the proper route for water 

flowing over the last million years. Sedona is the best spiritual 

place in the world. 
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Chapter 5: 
Native American Beliefs 

Synopsis 

 

Sedona is the Mecca for the alternative healers. Residing that close to 

a beauty of a land has really inspired several deeply holistic 

approaches to health. The temples of the body are complicated, multi 

dimensional parts, and healers of Sedona apply the gifts to each level 

of the mind, body and the spirit spectrum. And you will surely get the 

advantage and benefit from the compassionate hearts, the intuitive 

skills, the academic training, and the hands on the experience as well. 

Whether you are presently troubled with the issues of health or you 

are just seeking wellness, balance and pleasure in this life, you should 

go to one of these devoted practitioners. They can surely open new 

and great worlds for you. 
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Natives And Their History 

 

Natural beauty and elegance of Sedona is great from any viewpoint. 

However, the closer you are, the deeper your experience surely will 

be. The special guides of Sedona can move you in the heart of the wild 

and all through the physical landscape. You should let the spirits of 

the land of Sedona speak to you. Their native sisters and brothers are  

sharing the tribal wisdom, displaying how they can live in harmony 

with the earth. And some of most profound experiences of spirituality 

in Sedona are to be discovered on land.    

 

Native American belief and history 

 

The history of humans in Sedona started around 4000 BC at the time 

when hunters settled and roamed in a Prescott and Verde valley. 

Between 900 and 1350 AD,  more modern and advanced civilizations 

started building cliff houses and the pueblos. These are as famous as 

singular. They were really proficient in farming and really had the 

understanding and information of astronomy, and manufactured 

pottery, jewelry and baskets. They established the routes of trade with 

people from Mexico, Central America and the Pacific coast.  

 

The Cliff houses are evident in the current era. One of most attractive 

is the castle of Montezuma, which is not really far from Sedona. As 

you walk the red rocks area, you’ll see pictographs and petroglyphs 

left behind by the ancient people. The wonder inspiring vistas, with 
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the great and magnificent scenery of the sky, have truly drawn out the 

spiritual nature of people from the very beginning.  

 

Over thousands of years, the layers of the limestone and the sand 

stone were left in a place by the receding sea. The iron oxide 

ultimately covered up grains of the sandstone, in the natural 

procedure, the rust formed. Eye-catching and stunningly attractive 

red rocks of Sedona are a result of that procedure. If you want to visit 

the most beautiful and most spiritual place in this world, then you 

should travel to Sedona in the state of Arizona. 
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Chapter 6: 
Harmonic Convergence 

Synopsis 

 

Sedona is thought to be a spiritual area. If you are searching for a 

journey or tour to go to sacred places, then you should go to Sedona. 

From canyons and the high desert to vortexes of Sedona, Feather 

Jones is an herbalist who provides herb walks and hikes. She offers 

tools and equipment to set the intention, provides the earth centered 

exercises, and the meditations to connect the healing strength and the 

beauty of this place. You should experience the uplifting and best 

quality of the vortex, and take part in the ceremony of the earth to 

activate the energy.  

 

. 
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Spiritual Power And Energy  

 

In this place, the vortexes are made not by the water or wind, 

but from strengthening spiritual energy and power. Vortexes of 

Sedona are named because they are thought to be a spiritual 

place where energy is great to facilitate mediation, healing and 

prayer. These sites of vortexes are thought to be the places 

having the flow of energy which exists on several dimensions. 

Energy of vortexes interacts with the inner self of a person. This 

should be experienced. 

  

Harmonic Convergence 

 

In the year of 1987, the reputation of Sedona as the spiritual 

center got boosted. Several journeyed to Sedona during a time 

of highly expected harmonic convergence. Their Atheism writer 

makes clear the harmonic convergence. On the weekend of 

August 17th and 16th 1987, the best convergence of the 

harmonic was assumed to occur, at least this is what Arguelles 

told people. Several people believed him, not just famous 

leaders of movement such as Shirley Maclaine.  

 

What was the nature of that convergence? According to 

Arguelles, the earth will begin slipping out of the time beam and  

spin off into space. 
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Sedona is a magical area. There is so much to do and see in the 

Sedona area. Whether you visit Sedona to experience the sites 

of the vortex, or to find the great sites of hiking, or if you come 

to shop at stores and relax at the resort, you will surely not be 

disappointed. 
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Chapter 7: 
How To Find A Vortex 

Synopsis 
 

 

The Sedona town is situated in a place of stunning and rare natural 

beauty. Towering formations of the rock and the reddish soil give the 

landscape its otherworldly look. Sedona looks just like what someone 

would imagine the old west would look like. It is a habitat for the road 

runner. If you are searching for the scenic spot for a vacation, then 

this is the best destination to go. This is the best place for romantic 

getaways, with a resort and a spa around nearly every corner. 
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Where To Go 

 

A big percentage of visitors who come to Sedona come to experience 

things which you cannot look at. The countless books, brochures, 

local guides, and web sites proclaim wonders of the many so called 

power and energy vortexes. The vortex is claimed to be a place of 

swirling and invisible energy emanating from the earth and 

generating the rejuvenating and uplifting sensation and feeling in the 

visitors. A person often discovers juniper trees with many twisted 

branches and trunks, the effect are attributed to the energy of the 

vortex. It’s so powerful that it has twisted the laws of grammar.  

 

The vortexes are the spots of increased energy and power. Some 

people use terms like electrical, magnetic, or electromagnetic in order 

to refer to this energy and power. However I have heard of no 

measurements of science which indicates unusual activity of 

electromagnetic force in that place. If there is, it is really not clear and 

opens how people would be capable of feeling this directly. Other 

people say this is nothing of sort, that this is psychic power or energy 

of some type. However, energy or power is always explained utilizing 

subtle terms with promise that you’ll feel or sense this, if you are the 

sensitive individual.  

 

The actual proof for existence of vortexes, besides all the cairns and 

footprints left by the tourists and travelers. The twisted trees of 

juniper that are indeed very unusual are the only physical sign of the 

invisible forces or energies and only few of the trees have that feature. 
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You will look and see the twisted juniper tree next to the ideally 

ordinary one. This looks very strange that the vortex would generate 

such as high localized effect. 

  

The local people are in agreement that there’re four main energy 

vortexes in Sedona, though few claim there’re the several small 

vortexes of energy and the other people describe the whole place as 

being one big vortex. The experts of vortexes go into detail regarding 

how one big vortex is masculine, the one feminine, and the other 

balanced in energy. The other people speak of the energy or power as 

moving downward or upward, relying on a vortex. 
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Chapter 8: 
How To Use A Vortex 

Synopsis 

The phenomena of the vortexes of Sedona have been growing because 

of several ways to experiences for those people visiting sacred land in 

Northern Arizona. Local community of Sedona have been learning 

and enjoying intricacies of residing in or very close to the Sedona 

temple that through centuries,  has been used as the place in order to 

connect with heavens from the earthy plane. Visiting Sedona has 

become the answer to questions we bring up in our everyday 

thoughts. 
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What To Do 

 

The efficient approach to take with Sedona vortexes, is to first 

educate yourself regarding the area. Information can be found on 

the internet with several videos and sites explaining the vortexes 

and the utilization of them. The individual trips with the guides 

can really enhance the experience, in most conditions; they take 

you directly to the places with the noticeable flow of energy. The 

books can be used for educational purposes as well. All of these 

items will offer someone with the preparation they need for 

residing in Sedona.  

 

When entering Sedona, the people are normally enthused with 

beauty and this uplifts their spirit. In several conditions, someone 

can feel charged before venturing out on the surrounding red rock. 

This adds to the impact and the influences on the physical body 

and psyche, opening the mind for a life changing moment.    

 

Roaming around Sedona can surely offer several of these 

sensations. The reasons for this are varied. If that really is the 

natural temple, then the connection with stars, planets and 

constellations is clearer and stronger than is most of the other 

places. Places like Sedona are discovered all throughout the world. 

What makes this place unique and special is the proximity to the 

big city, the capability to live or stay in this, and effortlessly access 

sacred places that can be used for hours.  
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As a visitor goes in these fields of energy, varied responses start to 

take place. Flowing energy and power go all throughout the body, 

in a downward or upward flow. We start to feel sections of the 

body react, we start to feel the external influence, and probably 

ethereal and changing conditions. You do not know how this is 

altering, but the change is taking place. Once that state is reached 

we must allow the flow to carry on without analyzing the presence. 
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Chapter 9: 
Ley Line Theory (Are All The Spiritual Sites Of The World 

Linked Up?) 

Synopsis 

 

Sedona is the most beautiful and attractive place in the world. It is a 

very colorful red rock place. This place offers the rich blend of the jaw 

dropping scenery, the courtesy of beautiful and very attractive red 

rocks cautiously placed by mother nature all throughout Verde Valley 

which attracts some of the most talented painters, sculpture, writers 

and artists and followers of all the things metaphysical and spiritual. 
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Straight Lines 

 

Sedona is popular for the natural centers of the positive energy which 

are called the vortexes. It is estimated that half of the people who 

reside there do because it feels great to be there.  

 

The ley lines theory 

 

The theories differ in the current era as to what the ley lines of 

Sedona truly are, but several people believe and suggest that they 

cover earth in a geometric pattern, and they are electrical and 

magnetic in a nature and resonate a high level of energy.they intersect 

all around earth to make the triangles. Points of the intersection are 

known as the vortexes and are said to contain higher levels of  energy 

than in other places. The field of scientific electromagnetic field of the 

current era is starting to show the correlation between the old ley line 

mapping and the advanced electromagnetic maps. 

  

Some of the research has shown that the leys are the evidence of the 

paths of dead and the other spirits. Existence of the spirit paths is the 

belief which is held by several of the cultures all over a world. In 

Ireland, the fairy paths or ways follow the straight lines. This is 

thought that making homes on the paths will bring the back luck. And 

in the extremely harsh way of Bolivian mountains where the spirits 

are thought to live, the paths follow the straight lines despite 

challenging place. In China, the spirits were thought to travel with the 

straight lines. The straight lines were avoided, unless ruling otherwise 
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by an emperor. In Britain, the evidence of the paths of spirits is 

discovered in old earthen burial heaps. There does appear to be some 

kind of connection with the supernatural activity and the spirit path, 

specifically where the structure is constructed crossing one of the 

paths where experiences of the paranormal activity and apparitions 

have been reported.  

 

In the year of 1950, the enthusiasts of the UFOs noticed that the 

sightings of the UFOs were taking place in the straight lines. The UFO 

enthusiasts and pilots made the connection between existence of the 

UFO sightings and leys in the year of 1958. In the current era, many 

reports of the sightings with the vortexes and ley lines in the areas 

like Hudson River Valley, Sedona, Bermuda Triangle and Stonehenge 

are not rare and have really become famous as hot spots.     
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Wrapping Up 
The Dos And Don’ts Of Visiting A Spiritual Place 

 

Visiting a spiritual place can have some profoundly positive impacts 

on the lives of people. Earth is dotted with power and energy centers 

where people have experienced healings, visions, inspirations, 

prophecies or insights in the meaning of the lives. Stonehenge in 

England, pyramids in Egypt, Mount Shasta in California, Machu 

Picchu in Peru and Sedona in Arizona are amongst the best known 

and famous energy and spiritual places in the world. However, there 

are around one thousand holy wells, stone circles, healing springs, 

sacred forests, pagan temples and oracle caves all around the planet 

which have been drawing in visitors since the old times.  

 

One of the most powerful and energetic centers in United States of 

America is Sedona. Sedona became the colony of artists in the year of 

1950 when surrealist sculptor and painter Max and the author Kahlil 

moved in. After the harmonic convergence in the year of 1987 was 

held in Sedona, this became the center of the new age in the country. 

The study of 1995 by chamber of commerce discovered that around 

sixty four percent of the people who visit Sedona every year come to 

discover some type of spiritual experience. Focal and most important 

points of power of Sedona are the four energy and power vortexes, 

recognized in the year of 1980.  
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Several people who retire in Sedona say it is due to its mild 

atmosphere and the beautiful and very attractive scenery. It is really 

not uncommon for the visitors or the travelers of Sedona to fall in 

love with the place, purchase houses there. After a few months they 

have to move out due not being able to withstand the constant forces 

of the energy and power. This place is headquarters for many 

psychics, massage therapists, spiritual counselors, astrologers and the 

other workers of energy. Sedona is the only city in a world with 

around one thousand and five hundred channels and really no station 

of television.  

 

The people hoping for the transformation experience during travel 

can increase their chances of the non-ordinary occasion by preparing 

or getting ready in advance of the visit. Prior to the native youth going 

on vision quests, she or he would train with the shaman to 

understand the spirit world. They may participate in extensive 

prayers, chanting, dancing, drumming, fasting or mushrooms and 

herbs. You cannot expect to have the same quality experience from 

Sedona if you just show up at the place such as the Stonehenge. 

 


